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Reviewer's report:

It is an interesting article regarding postnatal mood state among Nigerian women. I consider that the information included in this research is important to understand mood state changes in mothers from low income countries. I considered that in general the research is suitable for publication, although some considerations need to be taken into account.

Abstract is too long, it has too much information and exceeds the word count recommended in the author’s guide. In my opinión only main results and main conclusions should be included in this section.

Background section is well conducted. It could have been interesting to learn maternal and/or perinatal mortality rates in the second sentence in order to change the undefined adverb "many".

Methods section: Although the information included is correct, perhaps some is too obvious and could be removed as the definition of the formula for the sample size calculation. Also, some codification specific details could also be removed. On the other hand, in the "Outcome variables" paragraph it is not clear why although the recommended cut-off score for EPDS is 12, authors use a cut-off point of 13. Most probably it is not well expressed.

Results section: When describing "characteristics of the population" information is written and also presented in Tables 1 and 2. I recommend to maintain Table 2 and remove the text, although if preferred yo could remove Table 2 and leave the text, but in its present form the information is redundant. On the other hand, don’t you think that a 50% of domestic violence rate "worths" more than a sentence in line 19 of page 12? I couldn’t find any more through the Results or Discussion sections while in Methods you affirmed to have used the Domestic Violence Questionnaire.

Discussion section: In some paragraphs (e.g. page 22, line37) of this section cultural influence/factors are alluded to explain some disagreement with previous studies, but you should explicitly explain those differences. Perhaps the lack of family support or even domestic violence are behind those factors? Authors should be more explicit and explain which are those cultural factors.
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